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Calculations are presented of the electron temperature in a laser-heated deuterium plasma. A special gas target is considered 
in the form of a cylindrical channel filled with gaseous deuterium and bounded on the ends by thin films. For various initial 
gas pressures and a fixed energy in the laser pulse, an optimization is carried out of the experimental parameters such as pulse 
duration and channel diameter (i.e., sharpness of focusing) for various values of external longitudinal magnetic field. In the 
optimal configuration the plasma temperature and neutron yield are calculated as a function of the energy in the laser pulse. 

INTRODUCTION 

IN an earlier paperl 1 J we proposed a new experimental 
arrangement for obtaining a dense plasma at thermonu
clear temperatures with laser heating, in which it was 
planned to use a gas target in the form of a solid cylin
drical shell filled with gas and bounded on the ends by 
thin films. This arrangement assures inertial confine
ment of the plasma with a one-dimensional motion along 
the axis of the cylinder, since radial motion is limited 
by the heavy shell. It was proposed to reduce the loss 
by thermal conductivity in the radial direction substan
tially by application of a pulsed longitudinal magnetic 
field. The evaluations presented [ 1 J showed that this 
arrangement in principle permits the hope that a nu
clear synthesis reaction can be obtained with a positive 
yield relative to the applied laser energy for laser en
ergies of 105 -10 6 joules and a laser pulse duration no 
greater than 70 nsec. Comparison of the estimates 
made for this scheme with those for the previously pro
posed heating method involving a solid target [ 2• 3 l shows 
that the new scheme may turn out to be no less prom
ising. 

However, in view of the fact that a number of the as
sumptions used in the papers cited above have not yet 
been justified experimentally, and that experimental 
verification of the promise of these methods can be 
carried out in the near future at lower levels of laser 
energy, it appeared to us desirable to make a more de
tailed analysis of the dependence of the achievable plas
rna temperatures and neutron yield on the laser pulse 
energy. Here an estimate is made for each energy value 
of the optimal values of laser pulse duration and target 
channel diameter, i.e., required sharpness of focus. 
Calculations were made for various values of initial gas 
pressure in the target and for various magnetic field 
strengths. This analysis will be useful also for design 
of experiments on laser heating of a plasma, since it 
can serve to some extent as a guide both in development 
of an experimental program and for comparison of ex
perimental results with theory. 

1. CALCULATION FOR THE CASE OF NO 
MAGNETIC FmLD, H = 0 

tion. Therefore in this case the role of the heavy wall 
of the channel may turn out actually to be very small. In 
fact, the channel wall can limit the radial motion, but at 
the same time we require that the loss by thermal con
duction in the radial direction is not sufficient to cool 
the heated volume before the gas-dynamical escape of 
the plasma begins. This requirement leads to equality 
of the longitudinal dimension of tl:le channel being heated 
and its radial dimension. Consequently, the main feature 
of the proposed scheme-inertial confinement of the 
plasma with sharply defined one-dimensional motion 
along the channel axis-practically disappears in the 
case of zero magnetic field and we arrive at a method 
of calculation similar to that discussed by Basov and 
Krokhin [ 3 J and Shearer and Barnes [ 4 J for simple iner
tial confinement of a plasma with employment of a semi
infinite solid target. 

The time of inertial confinement of a plasma with 
density ne in which the electrons are instantaneously 
heated to a temperature T e is equal to the time of 
electron-ion thermalization T ei> which for the heavy 
hydrogen isotopes is [5 J 

( 1) 

During this time, as a result of the electronic thermal 
conductivity Tie• the size of the heated region of plasma 
r is determined from the relation r 2 = T ei TJ e / cv and is 
equal to 

r = 0.5 ·10'T.' In, In A, (2) 

where the specific heat of the plasma is Cv = 2(ne + ni) 
x 10-16 erg/ cm3 , and TJ e = 1.3 x 10-5 

x T;/ 2/Z ln A erg/cm-sec-deg. 
Consequently, laser energy applied to a plasma for a 

time .6.t < T ei leads to heating of a volume of plasma 
V =% rrr3 to a temperature Te, and according to Eq. (2) 
we obtain from the energy balance equation E = VcvT 
the expression 

E= 1.5·10'T.'_ 
ne'(JnA)' 

(3) 

In the case of zero magnetic field, there is no mag- Hence it follows that in this scheme for 100% efficiency 
netic thermal isolation of the plasma in the radial direc- of the contribution of the laser energy to the kinetic 
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FIG. I. Plots of total neutron 
yield N (curves I, 2, 5, 7) and 
maximum plasma temperature T 
(curves 3, 4, 6) as a function of 
the energy in the laser pulse. Neu
tron yields are given for the cases: 
1-n = 1021 cm-3, H = 0; 2-n = 
5 X I 022 cm-3 , H = 0; 5-n = I 021 

cm-3, H =I= 0; 7-n = 1021 cm-3 , 

H=I06 G. 

energy of the plasma, the maximum achievable tempera
ture Te is 

T, ~ T, ~ 0,48[n.'E]'''· (4) 

The total neutron yield N from the heated volume of 
a deuterium plasma, as is well known, is determined by 
the relation N = %ni(av) TV, where T is the duration 
of the reaction, which can be assumed equal to Tei· Us
ing the Gamow-Teller expression for the cross section 
(av) for the D-D reaction 

< v)= 1,3·10-' {- 4.24·10'} 
a T'• exp T''• , 

substituting the value of Te from Eq. (4), Tei from 
Eq. (1), and determining V from Eqs. (2) and (4), we 
obtain the dependence of the total neutron yield N on 
the energy in the laser pulse E in the form 

E"J,, ., 
N = 1.2 ·108 --10-saeiS/[n•E] ". 

n1/u 
(5) 

The values of neutron yield N calculated from this ex
pression as a function of the energy in the laser pulse 
for two values of plasma density n = 1021 em - 3 and 
n = 5 x 1022 em -3 are shown in the form of curves 1 and 
2 in Fig. 1. The corresponding values of maximum 
plasma temperature according to Eq. ( 4) for these den
sities are determined by curves 3 and 4. 

Values of the region of plasma heating r (curves 1 
and 2), which determine the optimal size of the focusing 
radius of the radiation, and also the limiting durations 
of the laser pulse ~t 1:::1 Tei (curves 3 and 4), estimated 
from formulas (2) and (1) with use of Eq. (4), are shown 
for the same plasma density values in Fig. 2. 

2. CALCULATION FOR THE CASE WITH A MAG
NETIC FIELD SUPPRESSING ELECTRONIC 
THERMAL CONDUCTION IN THE RADIAL 
DIRECTION 

Inclusion of a longitudinal magnetic field along the 
channel axis in a solid shell filled with hot plasma can 
substantially reduce the thermal conduction of the plas
ma in the radial direction and change the thermal bal
ance. Obviously, this effect of the magnetic field be
comes appreciable when the condition Wee Tee i:. 1 is 
satisfied, where Wee = 1. 76 x 107 H is the cyclotron 
frequency, and Tee = 0.266 T~/ 2 /ne ln A is the self
collision time for electrons. [S 1 

FIG. 2. Radial size r of heated 
plasma (curves I, 2, 6) and time 
of inertial containment Tei 
(curves 3, 4, 5) as a function of 
the energy in the laser pulse. The 
channel radii correspond to the 
cases: 1-n = 5 X I 022 cm-3 , H = 
0; 2-n = 1021 cm-3, H = 0; 6-n = 
1021 cm-3, H =I= 0. 

Practical interest is presented by magnetic fields 
for which the electronic thermal conduction transverse 
to the magnetic field is completely suppressed and the 
heat flux il'l the radial direction is determined by the 
ionic thermal conduction. Since the ionic thermal con
ductivity 71i is v'mt/me 1:::1 60 times weaker than the 
electronic conductivity, and the electronic thermal con
ductivity transverse to the field 11el falls off inversely 
in proportion to (weeTee)2, the required condition 11el 
< 71i can be written in the form (wee Tee)> 10. Hence, 
with insertion of the expressions for Wee and T ee• we 
obtain an estimate for the required magnetic field 
value H: 

H ;,;:. 2.5 ·10-'n,/ T,'1•. (6) 

In the presence of a field satisfying condition (6), the 
energy balance of the laser-heated plasma in the chan
nel is carried out by the same scheme as in the preced
ing case, except that the effective radius of the heated 
plasma (and also of the channel) must be evaluated from 
tire expression r 2 = T ei 71i I cv, where the ionic thermal 
conductivity of a hydrogen plasma is 11 i = 3 
x 10 - 7 T{ I 2 /ln A. Then the radial heated dimension r 1 

is 

r, = 0.7 ·10'T;' I n,lnA. 

Since the longitudinal heating dimension r is deter
mined as before by Eq. (2), the total volume is 

_ , _ 0.8·10"T,'T.' 
V -nr, r- n.'(lnA)' 

(7) 

and the energy balance equation is written in the form 

E = V T = 3.2·10'T.'T.' 3.2T.' 
Cv • n'(lnA)' ~ -n.-,-. {8) 

It follows from ( 8) that for a 100% contribution of the 
laser energy to a plasma in a channel of radius r 1 the 
maximum temperature will be 

T. ~ T, = 0,85(n.'E)'1•. {9) 

The total neutron yield in this case turns out to be 

N = 1.3·10' E"1" 10-looot[,..EJ'f, 
n•lu 0 

(10) 

Calculation of the total neutron yield N and maximum 
temperature T as a function of laser energy E for a 
density n = 10 21 cm-3 is shown in the form of curves 5 
and 6 in Fig. 1. The minimal durations of the laser 
pulse !::.. t = T ei and the radial dimension of the chan-
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nel r1 for this case are determined by curves 5 and 6 
of Fig. 2, which were calculated from Eqs. (1) and (7) 
with inclusion of (9). 

The required value of longitudinal magnetic field 
satisfying condition (6) is determined by the values of 
Te, i.e., decreases with increasing laser energy and for 
a density n = 1021 cm-3 lies in the range from 6 x 105 G 
to 105 G for a range of energy in the pulse from 10 to 
105 joules. As we see, the magnetic field strength neces
sary to achieve this case is technically quite achievable 
at the present time. We note that these calculations are 
applicable also in the case in which there is a substan
tial blocking of the electronic thermal conduction at the 
boundary between the plasma and the solid shell as the 
result of a double electric layer. l 6 l 

3. CALCULATION FOR THE CASE WITH A MAG
NETIC FIELD DECREASING THE IONIC 
THERMAL CONDUCTION IN THE RADIAL 
DIRECTION ACCORDING TO THE CLASSICAL 
LAW 

If sufficiently high magnetic fields are used, it is 
possible to suppress not only the electronic, but also the 
ionic thermal conduction in the radial direction. This 
case is realized when the condition wrri i:. 1 is satis
fied, where w i = 9. 6 x 103 H/ A is the cyclotron fre
quency for ions and Ti = 11.4lAT3 ' 2/nZ 4 ln A is the 
self-collision time for ions. LS 1 The condition WiTi i:. 1 
for deuterium can be satisfied for 

H ;;a, 113 .fQ-'n./ T/1•. 

When this condition is satisfied, in the method of calcu
lation which we have adopted it is possible to use the 
classical expression for the ionic thermal conductivity 
transverse to the magnetic field,c 51 '11i 1 = 2.7 
x 10-16 nf T[l 2 • Then the radius of the heated plasma is 
determined, as in the case above, from the equation r~ 
= Tei '11i, 1/cv and, on the assumption Te Rj Ti, turns out 
to be 

r,• = 48T,/ H'. (12) 

When we take into account Eq. (12) and the fact that the 
size of the heated region along the field is given as be
fore by Eq. (2), from the energy balance equation we ob
tain E = 3 x 10-~T4/H2, from which it follows that 

T = 16(H'E)'1•. (13) 

The expression for the total neutron yield can be 
written in the form 

EU/!ol 

N = 5.7 ·107-,,-to-•a•t[H•EJ''". 
H" 

(14) 

As can be seen from Eqs. (12)-(14), the radial size of 
the channel, the plasma temperature, and the total neu
tron yield in this case do not depend on the plasma den
sity and are completely determined by the energy in the 

laser pulse E and the magnetic field strength H. It is 
true that we must recall that this is valid for the condi
tion wiT i >> 1, and according to Eq. (11) the value of 
the required magnetic field depends strongly on n. 

A curve of the neutron yield as a function of the la
ser pulse energy for H = 106 G is shown in Fig. 1 
(curve 7). 

4. CONCLUSION 

Comparison of the plots of Figs. 1 and 2 for the three 
cases discussed above shows that use of pulsed mag
netic fields for magnetic thermal isolation in combina
tion with inertial confinement of the plasma by a heavy 
shell turns out to be quite promising even for compara
tively moderate fields H Rj 5 x 105 G and over the entire 
range of laser energy. If we take into account that when 
a gas target is used in this arrangement, it is possible 
to use nanosecond laser pulses, in which the energy re
moved from the same apparatus turns out to be substan
tially higher than in a picosecond pulse, and the stability 
of all the optical elements is also higher, the attractive
ness of this arrangement is even greater. Furthermore, 
at all levels of laser energy the required sharpness of 
focus (the radial dimension of the channel) in the case of 
a gas target turns out to be within the range of values 
easily achieved by means of standard elements, while 
the optimal operation with a solid target poses very dif
ficult problems in just this direction. 

It is interesting to note that, both in the case H = 0 
and for moderate fields (see Sec. 2), the slope of the 
curves of neutron yield as a function of laser pulse en
ergy turns out to be identical and indicates that N 
"'E3 '<l. This is in good agreement with the experimen
tal dependence obtained by the French authors. l 7 , 8 l 

In strong magnetic fields (see Sec. 3) the neutron 
yield curve varies more abruptly (N"' E<l). This may 
also turn out to be important in the transition to the re
gion of higher laser energies in the future and for use 
of magnetic fields higher than 106 G. 
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